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Abstract 

The experimental investigation of audio-visual interaction effects in room per-
ception demand the mutually independent variation of content and transmission 
system as well as of optical and acoustic room properties. This is only feasible 
by the use of simulated rooms. Furthermore, an exact opto-acoustic equivalence 
requires a data-based simulation. Simulation data of six concert halls were col-
lected acoustically by acquiring binaural room impulse responses for different 
head orientations and optically by acquiring stereoscopic full-panoramic images. 
The acquisition of the artistic performances was realized by an anechoic audio 
recording and a stereoscopic green-box video recording, which then has been set 
in the panoramic images by chroma key compositing. In the laboratory, the 
acoustic scene was played back applying dynamic binaural synthesis and extra-
aural headphones, whereas the optical scene was displayed by the use of a high-
resolution stereoscopic projection on a 180° cylindric screen.  

1. Introduction 

Since room perception is a crucial property of both real and simulated acoustic environ-
ments, many studies deal with the perception of room acoustics. Most of them seek to find 
physical or technical ('objective') characteristics that are apt to predict perceptual 
('subjective') characteristics of rooms (c.f. [1] for a critical discussion of the terms), the most 
prominent of which are spatial impression, spaciousness [2] [3] [4] [5], later overcome by 
the characteristics apparent source width (ASW) and listener envelopment (LEV) proposed 
by [6] [7], the perceived room size [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13], and presence [14]. Beyond 
that some studies were conducted in search of the structure of phenomenology and/or 
terminology in spatial perception of real or reproduced rooms [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20]. 
Beranek [21] provides a comprehensive overview of quality criteria of concert halls and of 
room acoustic data. Other studies addressed the perceptual relation between reality and 
virtual reality in room acoustics [14] [22] [12]. 

However, audio research has largely ignored the perceptual interdependence of the auditory 
and the visual modality until now, as pointed out also by [23]. Although audio-visual 
interaction effects are likely to exist for aspects of spatiality [24], few studies investigated 
the cooperation of hearing and seeing in event rooms or concert halls experimentally [25] 
[26] [27] [28] [23] [29]. 
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A critical synopsis of the literature resulted some methodological considerations [30] that 
motivated the investigation of the interaction of hearing and seeing with respect to the 
perception of event rooms and concert halls within the framework of the DFG research unit 
SEACEN (subproject 9). 

One promising methodological measure is the application of a conflicting stimulus 
paradigm. For example, an acoustic event (interval beep) may be presented to a test 
participant at a position different to the position of an corresponding optical event 
(synchronously blinking light) in order to find out to what extent the localisation of the 
audio-visual object is influenced by the different modalities [31] [32] [33] [34] [35]). 
Accordingly, opto-acoustically conflicting rooms are required to serve as experimental 
stimuli that are to be rated by test participants regarding various measures of auditory, 
audio-visual and visual room perception, e.g. reverberance, estimated room size, or 
brightness. However, since unlinking the optical and the acoustic characteristics of a room is 
not feasible within real rooms, it demands simulated rooms. 

Another methodological issue is that an absolute quantification of audio-visual interaction 
effects, e.g. on the perceived room size, demands a perfect match of the optical and the 
acoustic characteristics of the investigated rooms providing a point of origin for any opto-
acoustic deviation. The degree of this match cannot be quantified for numerically modeled 
rooms. However, it is maximum for existing (data-based) rooms: In an ecologically valid 
manner, they sound as they look. Hence, simulations should be based on the acoustic and 
optical data acquired in existing rooms, and the signal chain should be geared to the 
preservation of as many physical cues as possible. 

 

Figure 1: Concept of stimulus production. The simulation requires a mutual independence of 
1st the acoustic and the optical domain and 2nd the room and the content. 

Within the framework of subproject 9 we realized a mutual independence not only of the 
acoustic domain and the optical domain but also of the content and the room in order to 
empirically dissociate the factors in question (figure 1). The simulation data of the rooms 
were collected acoustically by acquiring binaural room impulse responses for different head 
orientations in situ and optically by acquiring stereoscopic panoramic images. The artistic 
performances were acoustically recorded in an anechoic room and optically recorded in a 
green box as a stereoscopic video. Applying dynamic binaural synthesis finally provides 
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specific acoustic renditions within physically largely correct room acoustics serving as 
experimental stimuli. Accordingly, chroma key compositing was applied in order to 
optically embed the artists, i.e. to provide specific optical renditions within physically 
largely correct room panoramas. This concept allows for presenting identical renditions in 
different rooms, thereby being opto-acoustically independently variable. In view of the 
preservation of the physical cues we applied three-dimensional sound and vision and strived 
for a large field of view (FOV), a correct projection geometry and a high audio and video 
resolution. 

2. Rooms 

2.1. Room selection 

Six concert halls differing in volume and average absorption coefficient were selected that 
are adequate for musical and spoken performances (table 1). Taking geometrical measures 
(distances) and acoustic measures (reverberation time, ambient noise level), and listening 
professionally (however subjectively) to provisional performances during on-site visits 
allowed for the assessment, whether a room meets the criteria. 

 

Table 1: Event rooms / concert halls differing in volume and average absorption coefficient 
(shown in equirectangular projection geometry). 

2.2. Room models 

Based on the geometrical measures interior space models were built (see figure 2 for an 
example) and volumes and surface areas were calculated using the software SketchUp (by 
Google) and the plugin Volume Calculator (by TGI). In conjunction with accurate measures 
of the reverberation time (see 2.4), these values allow for the assessment of the average 
absorption coefficient. In this way, the selection criteria were quantified and thereby 
confirmed. 
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Figure 2: Interior space model of the Basilica of the 
Eberbach Monastery (back walls removed). 

2.3. Source and receiver positions 

On location, an optimum receiver position was defined. Criteria were a high speech 
intelligibility, a proper perceptibility of acoustic room characteristics, and a proper 
perceptibility of optical room characteristics (e.g. visibility of the ceiling height). The 
meeting of the criteria was ensured by professional listening to provisional performances on 
location. By the way, it turned out that a maintenance of consistent relative distances (e.g. in 
terms of multiples of the critical distance dC) to the sound sources on the stage didn't meet 
the mentioned criteria. 

 

Figure 3: Spatial arrangement of the sound sources. 

The positions of the sound sources that are to represent a string quartet and a vocalist, were 
defined according to the common musical practice (figure 3). On the basis of anthropomet-
rical data [36] (p.29), of the average of common seat heights (43 cm), and of the common 
posture of stringed bowed instruments the height of the acoustic center of the instruments 
was determined to be 151 cm for vocals, 108 cm for violins and viola, and 76 cm for cello 
(each valid for an unisex player).  

The height of the interaural center of a prototypical seating unisex listener was determined to 
be 120 cm. 
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2.4. Acoustic rooms: acquisition of BRIRs 

The faithful representation of natural sound sources by electroacoustic means is still at 
premature development stage [37] [38]. However, based on an own analysis of measure-
ments of musical instruments' directivity presented by [39] it was found that – on average – 
vocalists and string instruments feature a rather small directivity index. Thus, as a 
convenient substitute of the natural sound sources wide-angle reinforcement speakers of 
type QSC K8 (105° conical opening angle) were applied (c.f. [40] for an extended 
discussion). The K8 speakers are capable of delivering large sound pressure levels (127 
dBSPL peak) over a wide frequency range (61 Hz – 20 kHz, -10dB). All speakers were 
additionally equalized to  a flat on-axis frequency response. 

As a result of an informal listening test, the speakers were directly aligned to the receiver, 
yielding the most plausible reproduction of the natural instruments. An off-axis alignment of 
loudspeakers turned out obviously not to be apt to emulate the perceptual effect caused by 
an off-axis alignment of musical instruments, the more so as the recorded instruments' sound 
colour had already been adapted to the natural auditory experience by adequate miking at the 
recording session (c.f. 3.2). 

In the halls, the loudspeakers were placed at the virtual artists' positions, and bass-
emphasized linear sine sweeps with FFT order 17-20 (depending on the specific reverbera-
tion time of a room), 44.1 kHz sampling rate, and 32 Bit word length were played back. 

At the receiver position, measurement signals were acquired by the in-ear-microphones 
(DPA 4060) of the automated, motion-controlled head-and-torso-simulator (HATS) FABIAN 
[41]. In order to allow for a realistic auralization responding seamlessly to head movements, 
for each sound source BRIRs were measured for different horizontal head orientations with 
a fine angular resolution (±80° range, 1° steps). BRIRs were calculated via non-circular 
spectral deconvolution of the acquired measurement signals and a reference spectrum 
derived via loop-back measuring the electroacoustical transfer chain (ADDA converters and 
microphone preamps). 

For further analysis, standard room acoustic measures were taken in accordance with DIN 
EN ISO 3382-1 [42] for several acoustic transfer paths, e.g. RT30, EDT, BR, C50, STI, TS, 
C80, G, H, IACC, IACCearly, IACClate, LF, and LFC. If applicable, measures were first 
calculated frequency dependent (octave bands) and then averaged spatially and spectrally 
later on. 

2.5. Optical rooms: acquisition of stereoscopic panoramic images 

2.5.1. General procedure and technical setup 

The acquisition of stereoscopic panoramas demands the introduction of an interocular 
seperation [43]. Instead of using two spaced cameras at the same time we applied one 
camera that was shifted by a L-bracket between taking the picture for the left and the right 
eye. However, since a static camera arrangement does not allow for a consistent parallax for 
all sight angles being possible in a panorama (figure 4), a pair of pictures had to be taken for 
each head orientation. The central vertical strips of these directional images could be 
stitched together afterwards ("mosaicing") [44]. 
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Figure 4: A consistent parallax requires the accordance of sight angle and head orientation, 
thus the mosaicing of the central vertical strips of directional images [44] (p.396). 

In order to cover largely the front hemisphere (particularly from the nadir to the zenith), a 
circular fisheye lens was applied. In view of a high resolution of the panoramic images the 
vertical resolution had to be maximized. Hence, we chose the upright format and a circular 
fisheye lens for full frame sensors (Sigma 8mm f3,5 EX DG) in connection with a smaller 
APS-C sensor (Canon EOS 600D body). This yields a maximum vertical resolution of 5,184 
pixels, thereby covering 176.6° vertical FOV. In order to rotate the optical recording system 
we used the rotatable neck hinge of the HATS FABIAN, and the adjustment of the nodal 
point of the camera-lens system was done by the use of a slide bar (figure 5). After aligning 
the setup by means of a laser pointer and a water level, it automatically took images for all 
azimuthal head orientations with a step size of 1°. Additionally, pictures of a white chart and 
a grey chart were taken allowing for an ex-post white balance, and exposure measurements 
were performed enabling the calculation of the luminance of certain areas of the room for 
reproduction purposes. 

            

Figure 5: Canon EOS 600D with Sigma 8mm circular fisheye lens on L-bracket, 
slide bar and rotatable neck hinge of FABIAN in the Komische Oper Berlin. 

A laser pointer and a water level facilitated the alignment. 

2.5.2. Image correction 

Optical check measurements showed that the FOV provided by the circular fisheye lens in 
fact covers 182,85°. Additionally, the center of the circle of light on the sensor differed for 
each room by several pixels, probably due to transport shaking. A corrective black padding 
and rescaling of the pictures then allowed for the preparation of accurately centered 
directional images with a well-defined FOV of 180°. However, a further ex-post correction 
of interocular errors with respect to size, vertical position, rotation, vergence, contrast and 
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colour turned out to be unnecessary due to the motor precision of the FABIAN robot and to 
the fixed exposure time and aperture, respectively. Thus, a software for matching 
stereoscopic images (Cosima by Gerhard P. Herbig) was just applied in order to analyse the 
deviation (the difference between the interocular offset at the near point and the interocular 
offset at the far point). The deviations of both the circular directional images and the stitched 
panoramas do by far not exceed the recommended value of 1/30 of the width of the picture 
[45], as far as the effective vertical FOV defined by the projection system (c.f. 5.2) is 
regarded. 

2.5.3. Geometric transformation and mosaicing 

The corrected circular images were geometrically transformed into equirectangular 
projection geometry. Central vertical strips with 60×5400 pixels size (2°×180° equivalent) 
were cut and stitched together using the software Panoramastudio 2 (by tshsoft). In order to 
keep the interocular offset consistent for all azimuthal angles, the stitching process was 'syn-
located' by before stacking the left eye strip and the right eye strip of the same direction. The 
mosaicing results an stereoscopic equirectangular full panorama of each room, arranged 
top/bottom-like. 

 

Figure 6: Geometric transformation and mosaicing process (only image for left eye shown). 

After disconnecting the left and right part of the stereoscopic image, a manual vertical 
alignment of the parts referred to the image horizon, retouching picture errors (e.g. annoying 
chairs), and size normalizing, the resulting stereoscopic full panoramic images provide a 
consistent resolution of 10800×5400 pixels, i.e. 30 pixels/°. Compared to the panoramic 
images produced by [46] who developed and applied the basic procedure before, the images 
described here provide a higher resolution (factor 2.38), an increased sharpness, a better 
exposure with regard to the system dynamic range, and the absence of visible stitching 
artifacts (e.g. stepped lines). In view of the human ability for chromatic adaptation [47] we 
did not perform an ex-post white balance for the time being. 
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3. Content 

3.1. Selection of content 

The selection of the artistic content comprised a musical work and a text appropriate for 
stage performance, and aimed to support the perceptibility of the specific characteristics of 
the event rooms and concert halls. In the acoustic domain this is generally achieved by a 
high dynamic range, a wide frequency spectrum, impulsivity, and sufficient pauses. 
Furthermore, the work to present should not ask too much of the listeners featuring 
unexceptional musical and literary expertise and knowledge of repertoire, respectively. 
Thus, european works of the 19th and 20th century were taken into account. Among the 
performing musicians' concert repertoire the 2nd movement of Claude Debussy's String 
Quartet in g minor, op. 10 (composed 1893) met the criteria best. For the spoken 
performance, the first paragraph of the first elegy of Rainer Maria Rilke's Duino Elegies 
(published 1912) was chosen. 

3.2. Acoustic content: anechoic audio recording 

In order to preserve a certain ecological validity of the experiment, we aimed a high artistic 
quality of the stimuli. To this end, the music piece was played by a professional quartet, the 
text was performed by a professional actress, and the performances were professionally 
produced according to artistic criteria and recorded in the anechoic chamber of the TU 
Berlin (figure 7). Each instrument and the voice, respectively, was miked individually and 
not too closely applying one cardioid microphone (Neumann KM 140 or KM 184). The 
recording was done using a Fireface UFX interface (by RME) and the digital audio 
workstation software Logic Pro 9 (by Apple). The four signals of the quartet were not 
summed but recorded monophonically in each case. Direct sound paths from the instruments 
to the microphones of the other instruments were interrupted by acoustic partitions. As a 
substitute for natural mutual listening headphone monitoring with artificial reverberation 
was provided. The musicians performed simultaneously, i.e. no overdubbing was applied. 
The musical execution was not cleaned up unduly by editing in order to meet the 
conceivable precision at a live performance. The audio production resulted a four-track and 
a one-track wave file with 44.1 kHz sampling frequency and 24 Bit word length. 

  

Figure 7: Anechoic audio recording of string quartet and voice. 

3.3. Optical content: stereoscopic greenbox video recording 

The optical content was recorded stereoscopically in a greenbox studio (figure 8) applying 
about 24 kW light power and a stereoscopic television camera type Panasonic AG-3DA1. 
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The video format was set to 1080/30p (Full HD) and the MPEG-4 AVC/H.264 codec was 
selected. The musicians and the actress, respectively, were placed in accordance to the 
previously defined source positions (c.f. 2.3) and performed with adequate expression while 
listening to their own anechoic recording (full playback). While the opto-acoustic synchrony 
which was supervised in situ was fine for the quartet, it deeply challenged the performance 
of the poem – naturally. Despite the actress coped masterly with the problem, a little video 
resampling had to be applied ex-post at certain parts in order to ensure synchrony below 
perceptual level without changing the audio. 

Three principal perspectives (i.e. vertical sight angle and distance) derived by the room-
specific source-receiver arrangements (c.f. 2.3) were realized in view of a plausible chroma 
key compositing. Thus, the optical performances will slightly differ between some halls. 
However, the acoustic performance is invariant. 

  

Figure 8: Stereoscopic greenbox video recording of string quartet and voice. 

4. Stimuli 

4.1. Acoustic stimuli: dynamic binaural synthesis 

This procedure was introduced as Binaural Room Scanning (BRS) by Karamustafaoglu et al. 
[48] using time variant convolution – i.e. exchanging BRIRs responding to head movements 
observed by a head tracker (figure 9). 

 

Figure 9: Principle of dynamic binaural synthesis. 

Further application of measures apt to (1) provide sufficient spatial resolution [49] [50], (2) 
to compensate for spectral coloration [51] [52], (3) to minimize system latency to a level 
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below perceptual threshold [53], (4) to reduce cross-fade artifacts and allow for individual 
adaption to the subjects’ ITDs [54] results systems with an amazing degree of realism [55]. 
A respective real-time process was implemented in the reproduction system (c.f. 5.1). 
Thereby, the level of the BRIR set of each room was adapted to the particular strength factor 
G in order to preserve the loudness differences between the rooms. 

4.2. Optical stimuli: chroma key compositing 

4.2.1. Background images 

Since the stage of each hall was covered by an image area of 1920×1080 pixels, a full HD 
image was cut out of the center of the panoramas. Because the greenbox material provides a 
rectilinear geometry due to the gnomonic lens, the cutout was transformed into a rectilinear 
projection geometry. After adding deletable red markers at the stages indicating the 
positions of the quartett (and the actress, respectively) according to the previously defined 
positions (c.f. 2.3 and 2.4), the images served as backgrounds for visual compositing. 

4.2.2. Compositing 

By means of the software After effects (by Adobe) and the plug in Keylight (by The 
Foundry) the quartet and the actress, respectively, were chroma-keyed, scaled, and added to 
the background images frame by frame. Since the objects feature a correct size, are 
chromatically decontaminated, and cast shadows, the rendered compositions look amazingly 
plausible. 

 

Figure 10: String quartet in the Gewandhaus as a result of chroma key compositing 
(equirectangular projection geometry). 

4.2.3. Assembling 

The composed frames were retransformed into the equirectangular projection geometry and 
set back into the panorama seamlessly (figure 10). The panoramic scene frames were 
transformed into cylindric projection geometry, cropped and rescaled in order to fit the 
horizontal and vertical FOV of the projection system (c.f. 5.2). These single frames were 
then joined and – together with the synchronous audio streams (or stream) –  coded applying 
the codec QuickTime animation (by Apple), resulting the optical stimuli. 
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5. Stimulus reproduction 

5.1. Acoustic stimulus reproduction: BKsystem – system for binaural headphone 
 playback 

As indicated in 4.1, there is a whole bunch of requirements for a transparent binaural 
reproduction of virtual acoustic environments [55]. A fundamental aspect is the headphone-
based reproduction of the binaural stimuli.  A suitable headphone system will require a 
frequency response which is tolerant towards repositioning and morphology of test 
participants; furthermore, the headset should comply to the free air equivalent coupling 
criterion (FEC, [56]) as far as possible, i.e. approach the acoustic impedance of free air as 
seen from the ear canal entrances; and the headset should be combinable with other devices 
such as insert microphones, 3D-glasses or head tracking sensors. 

A system that matches the criteria much better than others is the BKsystem of the TU 
Berlin’s audio communication group, an internal development within the framework of 
SEACEN [52]. The system comprises the DSP-driven power amplifier BKamp and the 
extraaural headset BK211 which is prepared for mounting the headtracking sensor 
(Polhemus FASTRACK). Its noise is below auditory threshold, the crosstalk attenuation is 
greater than 23dB, and the total harmonic distortion is good at least above 200Hz. The DSP 
provides IIR and FIR filtering which is mainly applied for the compensation of the 
Headphone Transfer Function (HpTF). The HpTF may be fitted quite well to a linear target 
response applying parametrical filter regularized LMS-inversion. Compared to alternative 
extraaural and circumaural headphones, the overall irregularity of the linearized HpTFs is 
considerably reduced. 

 

         

Figure 11: BKsystem, comprising the extraaural headset BK211 
and the DSP-driven power amplifier BKamp [52] (p.313). 

5.2 Optical stimulus reproduction: projection system 

In view of a maximization of the immersive potential, a projection system providing 
stereoscopy, a large horizontal and vertical FOV, and a high resolution was required. Due to 
a limited budget, active stereoscopy was applied and five home-cinema 3D Full HD 
projectors (EPSON EH-TW9000W) were installed providing overlapping images in upright 
format. The geometric warping and edge-blending is done by the software Pixelwarp (by 
Pixelwix). The panoramic 3D videos are projected on a 180° cylindric hard screen with 5 m 
diameter and 3,22 m overall height which is permanently installed in the audio communica-
tion group's MediaLab. 
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Figure 12: Side view of the 180° curved screen 
providing a high vertical viewing angle. 

The projection provides a field of view of 161° horizontally and 56° vertically that allows 
for looking at both the side walls and the ceiling of the virtual concert halls (figure 12), and 
an effective physical resolution (without loss by warping and overlap) of 4754 pixels 
horizontally and 1872 pixels vertically. This corresponds to a 4K projection and about two 
times the human eye's angular resolution.  

 

Figure 13: Projection system comprising a 180° curved screen 
and five 3D Full HD projectors in upright format. 

However, for the time being the vertical resolution mentioned above has to be halved in the 
case of stereoscopic projection simply due to the need of unavoidably passing both the top-
and-bottom and the frame-packing 3D format within the video signal chain. The projection 
system is controlled by a computer based on an Intel Core i7 970 3.2GHz 6 core processor, 4 
GB RAM, and a Powercolour HD 7870 Eyefinity 6 graphics board. The playback of the 
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audio-video files is done by means of the VLC media player (by VideoLAN organization). 
Thanks to basic passive acoustic measures and the location of computers in a separate 
machine room the total noise of the system accounts for 32 dB(A) at the listener's position. 

6. Procedure control and data collecting 

In addition to the reproduction of the stimuli the experimental setup is supposed (1) to 
control the presentation sequence of the stimuli according to the different levels of the 
independent variables (c.f. [30] for the basic test design) and to randomization needs, and (2) 
to collect the test participant's response data. This is done by a control computer applying 
Pure Data (Pd, core by Miller Puckette). The Pd patches select the correct stimuli according 
to a prepared presentation sequence, send Open Sound Control (OSC) messages to the 
player computer, and send/receive OSC messages to/from the test participant's iPad (by 
Apple) running TouchOSC (by hexler.net). The form displayed on the iPad screen, names 
item sets, item qualitites and item labels, and the test participant is asked to rate the stimuli 
using touch-sensitive sliders (figure 14).  

 

Figure 14: Screenshot of iPad display showing 
sliders for size and distance judgments. 

The rating values are sent back to the control computer as OSC messages. The digital 
questionnaire covers auditory, visual and audio-visual qualities which are explicitly referred 
to the artist(s), the room or the overall scene [17] [19]). Amongst others, the loudness of the 
ensemble, of the room, and of the overall scene, the visual brightness of the ensemble and of 
the room, the distance of the ensemble, the room dimensions, the audio-visual matching, and 
the overall aesthetic impression will be collected. 

7. Outlook 

We expect very interesting results that shed light on the trade-off between hearing and 
seeing in concert halls, allowing for theory formation. Particularly it will be able for the first 
time to quantify the contribution of the modalities to judgments, e.g. on the room 
dimensions, the ensemble distance, and the artistic qualities of a rendition. Also physical 
characteristics are to be identified that predict parameters of room perception. Furthermore, 
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the results are regarded to be valuable as criteria for the validation and interpretation of 
present studies dealing with the perception of room acoustics under unimodal conditions, 
and are required for the extension and the refinement of simulation techniques as well as for 
the design of audio-visual environments. 
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